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This invention relates to the fabrication of 
the inner walls of buildings and like structures 
from panel units made of the usual substances 
such as pressed fiber, wood pulp, bagasse pulp, 
plaster board, ply wood, etc., and of any size 
from Small pieces simulating tile to large sheets 
of room height. 
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The general object of the invention is to pro 
vide fastening devices for securing such wall 
units as above suggested and others, to the stud 
ding or underlying surface of the building struc 
ture and/or to secure such units together, the 
fasteners being concealed relative to the exposed 
side of the wall. 
The invention is exemplified in several em 

bodiments each of which fulfills, in addition to 
the general object, certain specific objects pe 
Culiar to each. 
One of the specific objects of the invention 

is to provide a fastener that shall penetrate 
through the mid thickness of adjacent units and 
be securable to the underlying studding by a nail 
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other penetrating the back portions of adjacent 
sheets and being movable relative to the secured. 
portion so that the wall as a whole may move 
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or the like, proceeding diagonally through that 
part of one unit lying beneath the fastener 
whereby said unit is pressed into intimate con 
tact with the studding, and providing an in 
clined plane for drawing the adjacent unit into 
close contact with the studding. 
Another object of the invention is the provi 

sion of a fastener consisting of two parts, one 
of which is securable to the studding and the 

responsive to the aggregate expansion and con 
traction of the unit which compose it without 
cracks opening between any of said units. This 
arrangement makes it possible to use wall paper 
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Over wall surfaces on which its use has hitherto 
been impracticable on account of the shrinkage 
of the units and opening of fissures between 
them, and also eliminates the use of metal tape, 
the countersinking of nails, puttying the joints, 
and the use of furring strips over the joints. 
Another object of the invention is the provi 

sion of pointed fasteners adapted to be employed 
in pairs, each having a portion adapted to under 
lie the meeting edges of adjacent sheets and hav 
ing oppositely directed pointed portions pene 
trating thickness-wise of said adjacent edges, 
One member of said pair being secured directly 
to the underlying stud and the other member 
being held in place by the sheet which overlies it. 
A still further object of the invention is the 

provision of a fastener of Z-shaped longitudi 

(C. 72-118) 
nal section adapted to have its underlying por 
tion secured to a stud having a pointed portion 
adapted to penetrate a sheet at an intermediate 
depth along its tongue edge, the groove edge of 
the adjacent sheet being adapted to seat in the 
dihedral bend of said fastener for retaining the 
Said grooved edge in place. 
Other objects of the invention will appear as 

the following description of several illustrative 
embodiments thereof proceeds. 
In the drawings which accompany and form 

a part of the following specification and through 
Out the several figures of which the same char 
acters of reference have been employed to des 
ignate identical parts: 

Figure is a plan view showing wall units se 
cured together and to studding by means con 
stituting one form of my invention; 
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Figure. 2 is a longitudinal section taken along 
the line 2-2 of Figure 1; . . 

Figure 3 is a perspective view of a fastener, 
the piercing portions being barbed; 

Figure 4 is a perspective view of a slightly 
modified form in which the ends are unbarbed; 

Figure 5 is a vertical elevation showing the 
use of one element, of the expansion fastener 
for fixedly anchoring the end sheet to a wall; 

Figure 6 is a section taken on the line 6-6 of 
Figure 5; 

Figure 7 is a perspective view of the expansion 
fastener; . 

Figure 8 is a vertical elevation showing an 
other form of fastener; 
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. Figure 9 is a longitudinal section taken along 
the line 9-9 of Figure 8; 

Figure 10 is a perspective view of the fastener 
shown in Figure 8; 

Figure 11 is a perspective view of a similar 
fastener provided with barbs; 

Figure 12 is a vertical elevation of still an 
other form of fastener; 

Figure 13 is a longitudinal section taken along 
the line 3-3 of Figure 12; and 

Figure 14 is a perspective. view of the fastener 
shown in Figure 12. 

Referring now in detail to the several figures 
of the drawings, and first adverting to that form 
of the invention shown in Figures 1 to 3, in 
clusive, the numerals f and 2 represent adjacent 
sheet wall units or panels spanning the spaces 
between studding 3 and being secured to the 
studding. The sheets in this form of the inven 
tion have edges lying in planes perpendicular 
to their front and back surfaces of said sheet, 
the sheets and studding being related as is com 
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. . . 8,065,525 
second sheet is then hammered to drive the teeth 

i. 2 and 22 through its back surface. The succes 
sive sheets are laid in similar manner. . 
The base 3 is provided with transversely ex 

tending faces 3 lying flush in the plane of the 
bridge piece 7, their particular value being to 
afford a slideway for the second panel permitting 
it to be brought into abutment with the ada. 
cent edge of the first panel without colliding 

0 with the side of the bridge piece and thereby pre 
vented from making a close joint. 

It is clear now that when expansion takes 
place, the capacity of the units to shrink sepa 
rately has been eliminated and the entire wall 

15 moves relative to the edge, which is anchored to 
the studding by the separated cleats 3 shown 
on the right hand side of Figure 5. This move 
ment makes a crack or fissure in the opposite 
corner of the wall having a width equal to the 
aggregate gap which would otherwise occur be 
tween the several sheets, but this may be effec 
tively concealed by a vertical corner bead or 
molding secured to the side wail which is adja 
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cert to and perpendicular to the edge of the wall 
in which the fissure and crack develops, or by 
allowing the free expanding and contracting end 
of the Wall to side behind the adjacent wall at 
the anchored end of the latter. . . 

If the expansion fastener is constructed so as 
to permit the cleat 8 to slide upwardly or down 
Wardly as well as to the right and left, universal 
expansion and contraction is provided for both in 
the lateral and vertical directions. f 

Figures 8, 9 and 10 illustrate a form of the 
invention adapted particularly for large sheets 
having meeting edges which lie in planes per 
pendicular to the front and back surfaces of the 
sheets. These fasteners are used in pairs. A 
single fastener is shown in Figure 10 and con 
sists of a, sheet metal member 28 having a bey 
Onet-shaped longitudinal cross section formed by 
folding the metal so as to provide an intern ediate 
Web 25, a securing lug 26 and a pointed embedded 
portion 27. For the sake of facility in manti-. 
facturing, all of the lugs 26 are provided With a 
nail hole 28, but in only one of a pair of fas 
teners is 8, nail applied. The method of pro 
cedure is as follows: The pointed portion 2 of 
One fasterner is thrist into one edge of a wall 
p2ine intermediate its front and back surfaces 
and to the full depth of the pointed portion antil 
the Web 25 rests against the edge of the panel. 
The depth at which the pointed portion 2 is 
thrust, into the panel is determined so that the 
lug 26 will be flush with the bottom surface of 
the panel. The lug 26 is then nailed to the tri 
derlying studding as is clearly stoying at 29 in 
Fig.2re 9. The other fasterner of a pair is then 
thrust into the confronting edge of an adjacent 
panel with the lug 26 flush with the botton of 
the panel and the gazei is then pushed up into 
close contact with the first panel which has al 
ready been fixed to the stud, the lug 26 os the 
Second p3.rel siding under the first, pse, and 
the second panel resting above the lug 26 wikich 
projects fro12 the first panel and coacea Eizag Ele 
same. These may be, if desired, two or three 
pairs of its steners for each edge, the city anier 
used being determined by the rigidity of the tria 
teriai of the Wall panel, and the height of the Wai. 

Ira Sigure 10 this form of the invention is 
siaown without barbs. It may however be pro 
vided with barbs 2 as shown in Figure i and 
the barbs would have the same function as the 
barbs described in connection with Figure 3. ' 

3 
The group of Figures. 12 to 14, inclusive, illus 

trates a form of the invention which is particu 
larly desirable for wall panels which interfit by 
means of cooperating tongues and grooves such 
as are shown respectively at 30 and 3 ?, in Figure 
13, in which 30 is the tongue and 3 the groove. 
Tongue and groove units may be of any size, but 
are customarily of small area and simulative of 
title. The fastener exemplifying this modification 
is shown in Figure 14 and comprises a sheet 
metal member 32 of longitudinal. Z-shaped cross 
section being folded to form dihedral angles 33 
and 34 connected by a common inclined web 35. 
The upper pointed portion 36 of said member is 
designed to be forced into the edge of the panel 
along the apex of the tongue, the underlying por 
tion of the tongue being. received in the dihedral 
angle 33. The base portion 38 is provided with 
a nati hole 3. The Canit 39 thus impaled is nailed 
to an underlying stud through the nail hole 3 
as shown in Figure 13. The adjacent panel has 
its grooved side brought into conjunction with 
the tongue on the panel already laid, and overly 
ing the base portion 88 and with the lower edge 
of its groove received in the dihedral angle 34. 
The above construction enables adjacent units 

to be aid close with the complete concealing of 
the fastelaer and the second unit, laid Will be 
maintained in close contact with the tongue of 
the first unit by the fastener at the opposite 
side of said second unit and which is nailed to 
the stud which underlies the Said opposite edge 
of said unit. In the laying of simulated tile, the 
fasterners 32 are arranged on One horizontal and 
one vertical edge of each unit. 
While I have in the above description disclosed 

what I believe to be a preferred and practical 
embodiment of ray invention, it will be understood 
by those skilled in the art that the details of 
construction as illustrated and described are 
Ernerely by way of example and not to be construed 
as liaiting the scope of the invention which is 
to be determined only by a fair interpretation of 
the appended claims. 
What I can is: 
i. Concealed Easter her for Wall panels compris 

ing a sheet Caetal Enerner having an interre 
diate ve) and upper and lower portions debouch 
ing fron said Wei in opposite directions, one of 
said portions being keen, or penetrating the sub- : 
sts ace of a pare from the edge Syrace thereof, 
the other of said portions being adapted to co 
operate with an adjace: p3.8, said Ernegier 
Basaving a nail hole for securing it by a nail to 3. 
inderlying sapport. 
2. (CoE cealed fasterae or WE panels comprise 

ing a sheet net& ?member having an interizediate 
wek and upper. and lower portions diet, uching 
from said web in opposite directions, one of said 
portions being keen, for penetrating the sub 
stance of a panel from the edge surface thereof, 
the other of said portioras being adapted to co 
operate with an adjacent, parel, said Inezber 
Raaving a nail hole for securing it by a nail to 
& underlying Support, the edges of Said Rember 
being provided with sits, and edges of said slits 
being upset forming basis. 

3. Concealed fasterne" for Wall panes compris 
ing a sheet metal member having an intermediate 
web, and upper and lower portions debouching 
argularly from said web in opposite directions, 
said portions being keen, for penetrating the 
substance of adjacent panels from the edge Sur 
faces thereof, said member having a nail hole 
penetrating the apex of the angle between said 
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4. 
web and upper portion, for securing said member 
to an underlying support by a nail driven oblique 
ly through said hole, and the margin of the panel 
beneath the upper portion of said fastener. 

4. Concealed fastener as claimed in claim 3, 
edges of said member being barbed. 

5. Concealed fastener for wali panels having 
interfitting tongue and groove edges comprising 
a sheet metal member having an intermediate 
web and upper and lower portions debouching 
from Said Web in opposite directions, one of Said 
portions being keen for penetrating the substance 
of one panel from the edge surface thereof, the 
other of Said portions being parallel to the first 
mentioned portion and being adapted to cooper 
ate With an adjacent panel, said web being in 
clined so as to form acute dihedral angles with 
Said portions each of which angles is adapted 

2,065,525 
to receive a complementary part of the interfit 
ting edges of said panels, said member having a 
nail hole for Securing it by a nail to an underlying 
support. w 

6. Concealed fastener for wall panels compris 
ing a sheet metal member having an intermediate 
web and upper and lower portions debouching 
angularly from said web in opposite directions, 
said portions being keen for penetrating the 
substance of adjacent panels from the edge Sur 
faces thereof, said member having a nail hole 
by which it is adapted to be secured to an under 
lying Support, one of Said angularly debouching 
portions being formed with an intermediate part 
inclining downwardly from its free end toward 
said web whereby a panel driven on to said free 
end is forced against the underlying support. 

JOHN G. HAMILTON. 
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